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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

inner
voice

Listen to songs with powerful, uplifting
lyrics that will give you new ideas and
positive, empowered ways of thinking.
Use your smartphone to make an audio
recording of positive statements,
mantras and affirmations.

Working with your inner voice is not an easy
challenge, and itʼs made all the more difficult by
the fact that it seems like such an abstract concept
thatʼs so far outside our control.

The simple solution is always just to consciously
change what you are saying, but first you have to hear
yourself in order to be able to stop yourself.

Second just changing your inner dailogue is a lot
easier said than done - thereʼs resistance, you lose
track of what youʼre doing, you drift off and get
distracted back into negative self talk or criticism and
complaints... the list just goes on and on.

Each of the processes contained in this sction will help
you get a better handle on your inner voice and
eventually will help you master it.

On the opposite page, you will find quick tips and

fixzs you can use while on your journey to manage and
master your innner voice.

Use post-it notes containing
keywords, statements or quotes that
reinforce the new inner talk and
dialogue you are trying to foster.
Change them up every few days by
moving them around and
interchanging them with others, and
change them up every few weeks by
writing a new set.
Put them eye height in places you go
to often: the toilet, the kitchen to
make tea, above your head on your
ceiling in your bedroom.

Donʼt stop me now by Queen
Unwritten by Natasha Beddingfield
Bigger than my body by John Mayer

Either put it on loop and listen to it as
is, or lay it very softly over some
instrumental music or the sound of
waves crashing and listen to it on
repeat.

Get a really positive or inspiring audio book that you listen to
in the background on loop so that it sinks in subliminally.
A Course in Miracles
The 7 Habits Series by Stephen Covey
Books by Greg Braden
Use Hay House Radioʼs free online resources in the same way.
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self love inner voice process
This is initially a 33-day challenge, but if you can keep
going for longer than that it will have great effects.
This process will require you idenitfying five people who love
you and wonʼt mind helping you. Iʼd suggest you just be
honest and tell them what youʼre doing and why youʼre doing
it. Youʼll be surprised at how well people respond to honesty.
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In the first part of this exercise, you are going to go to each
of the people youʼve identified and ask them to make an
audio recording of positive things they have to say about you.
Once youʼve collected enough audio tracks, youʼll do one
yourself and then youʼll either merge it into one track that
you can listen to non-stop or on loop, or put all the tracks
into a spearate playlist and loop through the whole playlist
when you listen to the audio at night.
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Idenitify at least five people whose ideas and opinions impact
you now or have been a major influence in the past.

Meet with them at a specified time and record their entire
audio, putting the track aside into a special folder of tracks.

Think of people like mentors, bosses, parents, grandparents,
siblings, partners, lovers, close friends - people that have
influenced your life or currently hold influence over your life.

The audio can include anything and really, simple unrelated
one liners will work better, because they really are much more
like the disjointed thoughts that go on in your head.

Please feel free to go for longer than 33 days if you can, and
if you find that the audio gets repetitive, then find new people
to go to to record new audio tracks.

You do want a close personal relationship with this person,
because you want to be sure they will help you and will hold
what you are trying to achieve sacred.

So itʼs okay for the person to go something like:

Your new dialogue should also empower you with the self
confidence to find another five people to ask.

Speak to them beforehand, get their buy in and then ask them
to compile a list of positive statements that they want to
make about you - it can all be delivered as one liners, a
speech is not important.

The listening at night - thatʼs the 33-day challenge part.
Youʼre going to listen to this audio over and over and over
until a new dialogue for your inner voice is brainwashed into
you.

If asking people is really a major concern for you, then offer
to trade do it for them when you tell them about the exercise.
Chances are good that if they are important enough for you to
ask, you are important enough for them to ask in return.

I really like Sarah, sheʼs a cool person. Sheʼs confident and
carefree and I wish I had her hair. Sheʼs so lucky to have the
job she has, I wish i was her. And her house - damn I would
be jealous if she wasnʼt my friend :)
Just let it flow naturally, asking the person to speak for as
long as they are comfortable - most will only manage 30 to
60 seconds.
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Once you have assembled your audio tracks and have
recorded one yourself, you can either edit them into one long
track or you can put them into a dedicated playlist that you
play back to yourself
Each night do a confidence or happiness building technique,
such as the Quick Coherence Technique from HeartMath, or
work a little with your inner voice character.
You can also use BodyTalk Cortices Tapping to make you
more open to the process.
Now listen to all the tracks, beginning to end, intending that
this is your new baseline for your inner voice.
This becomes very powerful when you include people like
parents because so much of our negative inner voice stems
from them. Over time this counters that.
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